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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3691-James stretched his joints. Hints of 
ecstasy were written on his face, which immediately transformed into a stern 
expression. 

“Is this really the end of the Omniscience Path? Has the potential of the human body 
really been exploited to its maximum? Sigh!” He sighed gently. 

He swept those thoughts aside. 

Since James had reached the Third Stage of the Omniscience Path, if his physical 
strength combined with the energy of the Path, he would be able to fight an Ancestral 
God, making him an invincible figure in the new universe. James was fearless even if 
other powerful figures of the Ancestral God Rank were to fight him. 

“I heard that the birth of a new universe means that there’s a chance for anyone to 
become a Macrocosm Ancestral God. I wonder what this chance means exactly?” 
James mumbled to himself softly. 

Then, he left rapidly and swiftly moved through the new universe. This time, he 
unknowingly cultivated for a full ten thousand years. During this period of time, he was 
completely unaware of the new universe’s situation, whether there had been a birth of a 
new Chaotic Treasure or not. 

He picked up speed. It was effortless to zip through the entire universe at his current 
speed. 

Very quickly, he relied on his own speed to move across more than half of the universe, 
sensing the living beings in the stars. He encountered a moderate amount of living 
beings in the other universes. This meant that Chaotic Treasures did not appear in 
these stars. This was because, under normal circumstances, the appearance of a 
Chaotic Treasure would attract the arrival of many living beings who would compete for 
it. 

It did not take long for James to sense a huge realm ahead of him. It was not the Fire 
Realm, yet it had three planes of existence. Furthermore, he sensed that the Divine 
Dimension of this realm was attracting many powerful figures and geniuses from other 
universes. 

He disappeared into thin air with a flicker and reappeared at the realm’s Divine 
Dimension. He sensed the location of where the many powerful figures and geniuses 
had gathered. Without further delay, he headed toward the site. 



It was the spiritual mountains. White mists covered the depths of these mountains. Even 
James could not make out what rested at the end of these mists. Outside the mountains 
were many powerful figures. 

James’ appearance attracted the attention of the powerful figures, inviting a cautious 
stare from them. 

James found Henrik Declan, who was sitting on a rock. He was chewing on a strand of 
grass. Taking a step forward, James appeared before Henrik in a split second. 

Henrik stood up immediately once he realized James had arrived. He smiled widely, 
saying, “James, you’re here.” 

“Yep.” James asked, “What’s going on here?” 

Henrik spread open his palms, saying, “I have no idea. This world was created five 
thousand years ago. Once it was created, crowds of people flocked here upon sensing 
its mystique. However, there’s a powerful Formation here, trapping all of us outside the 
Spiritual Mountains, barring us from entry.” 

James stared ahead. He noticed the formation. However, this formation was not set up 
by humans but was set up naturally on the date of this universe’s inception. 

He attempted to make out what the formation was composed of. He realized that it was 
formed by a combination of various Paths. As such, it was so recondite that even 
Caelum Ancestral Gods might not even be able to break it, let alone himself. 

“This natural Formation is interesting. There must be something powerful within it,” 
James mumbled to himself. 

“That’s what I think too.” Henrik nodded in agreement and said, “According to the other 
powerful figures, this site may be the Land of Providence of the new universe. Whoever 
succeeds in entering will be able to obtain the providence of this universe in advance.” 

James knew about the Land of Providence. The providence of the Twelfth Universe was 
once Mount Nothingness and was locked up later at Mount Heavenly Path by Hadad 
Theophanes. 

That was no longer the case today. 
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Once a person approached the Land of Providence, his own providence would be 
elevated. The natural Formation in conjunction with the creation of this universe 
indicated that this was surely not an ordinary place. As for whether it was really the 
Land of Providence, nobody could be sure. One had to first open up the Formation and 
enter to find out. 

Henrik, who was looking at James, asked, “So, do you have a way of breaking through 
the Formation?” 

James stared straight ahead. This white mist was the Formation created by the mystical 
inscription. James had never seen these kinds of characters, so he could not 
understand them within such a short time. However, it should not be too difficult if he 
had already fully comprehended the most mystical script of all–-the Karma Script. 

“I can’t understand them for now, but it shouldn’t be a challenge to break the 
Formation,” He was rather confident in himself as he spoke. 

“Then, what are you waiting for? Hurry up.” Henrik rushed James. 

“There’s no rush.” James looked at his surroundings, realizing that most of the powerful 
figures gathered here had only attained the peak of the Quasi Ancestral God Rank. 
None of them had made it to the Ancestral God Rank. 

He was relieved. He was afraid that many powerful figures would have already attained 
the Ancestral God Rank, leading them to launch a collective attack on him once he 
opened up the Formation. A one-to-one battle was feasible for him, but a group of 
Ancestral Gods would certainly be a challenge. While the powerful figures in the new 
universe were very close to attaining the Ancestral God Rank, it was very difficult for 
them to make a breakthrough in a short period of time. 

“Let me try and get a better sense of the Formation,” James said before heading in the 
direction of the Formation. 

Many living beings were staring at him. Before this, nobody expected that someone 
from the Twelfth Universe would be the champion of the Soaring Dragon Ranking. It 
was therefore natural for James to be the center of attention for innumerable living 
beings. 

“James is taking action.” 

“Can he break the Formation?” 

“I don’t know. Let’s see. Maybe he can. Once the Formation opens up, entering the 
Land of Providence will allow a person to receive all of the providence in the universe. 
The Heavenly Path will look after them, gracing them with multiple benefits.” 



“True. Theoretically speaking, there can only be nine Macrocosm Ancestral Gods. Once 
a person comes into contact with providence, they have a chance of making it into the 
Ancestral God Rank in the new universe.” 

“Plus, only two Chaotic Treasures have been discovered thus far. According to my 
Master, all of the Chaotic Treasures in the universe will appear in one Epoch. Receiving 
the support of providence will elevate one’s chances of acquiring the Chaotic Treasure.” 

Many living beings gathered together and spoke among each other softly. They were all 
very eager to see James break the Formation. 

Very soon, James arrived in front of the white mists. He could sense mystical energy 
when he got closer to the mists. The energy was benevolent to all living beings and 
would not initiate an attack. However, any powerful figure who tried to force their way 
through the Formation would be stopped in their tracks. 

James tried to force his entry, causing a scary pressure to come at him in waves. This 
pressure rendered him helpless even though he had made it to the third stage of the 
Omniscience Path and his physical power was at the Ancestral God Rank. 

He tried to sense the energy of the Formation himself. It was mystical, enigmatic, and 
completely foreign to him. 

He backed up and sat with his legs crossed in front of the white mists. He used Zen to 
observe the mists and the Elysian inscriptions within. These inscriptions were like lines 
that crisscrossed one another and changed incessantly. 

James focused on one inscription. Using the Paths that he mastered, he tried to break 
down the changes in these inscriptions, returning them to their original form. Their 
original form was much easier to understand, allowing him to reassemble them into the 
inscription that formed the Formation. 

The level of complexity in these inscriptions was comparable to that of the Karma Script. 
Even James needed time to thoroughly comprehend them. 
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to break the Formation, yet it was immensely difficult, especially because they had 
never encountered these scripts. 

Another five thousand years passed, and a powerful figure appeared, attracting the 
eyes of many. 

This powerful figure was none other than Yermolai Devereux, who was defeated by 
James the last time they fought. 

Gossipy voices broke out upon Yermolai’s arrival. 

“Yermolai’s here.” 

“His defeat by James in the Chaos caused him to lose the champion position in the 
Soaring Dragon Ranking.” 

“He must have disappeared to recover from his injuries.” 

“Now that he’s here, he must have recovered.” 

…… 

Hearing these voices, Yermolai looked solemn. It was a definite humiliation to have 
been defeated by James. He was lucky to have run fast enough, or he would have lost 
his life in the Chaos. Although his life was spared, he lost the Chaotic Treasure gifted by 
his Master. 

The Staff of Destruction was categorized as the top Chaotic Treasure in the First 
Universe. There was a Macrocosm Core engraved on it. That Macrocosm Core alone 
could be the object of competition among many powerful figures. 

He took a deep breath to suppress the fury in his heart. 

It was not yet time to confront James. Once things were set in place, that would be the 
death of James. James’ death would also mean the return of the Staff of Destruction. 

He walked alone toward the white mists, trying to make sense of them. He wanted to 
break the Formation as well. 

On the other hand, James invested all of his focus and concentration to comprehend 
the mystical inscriptions. He did not realize who had arrived at the site. For a person as 
invincible as himself, nobody was worth his attention anymore. 

Five thousand years were not long, yet not too short either. For extremely powerful 
figures, five thousand years were equivalent to the flick of a finger. As for living beings 
who did not have a strong cultivation base, it would feel like an eternity. 



After five thousand years, James could barely make full sense of the meanings of these 
scripts. He finally succeeded in doing so after spending five thousand years breaking 
down the inscriptions into their simplest form, followed by a study of the changes in 
these inscriptions. 

He was shocked to realize that it was the Elysian Inscription all along. 

“This was surprisingly the Elysian Inscription of the Thirteenth Universe.” 

He took a deep breath. The Elysian Inscription controlled the existence of all living 
beings in the universe. Anyone in the universe would be constrained by the Heavenly 
Path, even if they did not hail from this universe. 

Accurately speaking, this was not considered a constraint, especially when powerful 
figures who had reached the peak of the Quasi Ancestral God Rank were no longer 
constrained by the Heavenly Path. As long as one did not attempt the forbidden, the 
Heavenly Path would not intervene. 

No constraint per se was established by the Heavenly Path. The Path merely 
established governance. All behaviors within this universe would be recorded by the 
Heavenly Path. From there, new Laws of Heaven would be formulated and altered 
according to the behaviors of living beings. 

Whether one could acquire benefits in the new universe or step into the Macrocosm 
Ancestral God Rank was closely related to the changes in the Laws of Heaven. 

Upon comprehending this, James could not help but furrow his eyebrows. 

“Nobody has truly controlled the Heavenly Path since ancient times. Even a controller of 
the Heavenly Path was not allowed to change the Heavenly Path completely and could 
only change part of the Laws of Heaven. Then, what exactly lies within this Heavenly 
Path inscription?” 

James was confused. 
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Path would not favor those of their own, because all living beings deserved equal 
opportunity to obtain boon and providence. 

Yet, this happened. That could only mean one thing–-the Heavenly Path of this universe 
was controlled by a living being who was unwilling to share the treasure with others. 
That was the only plausible explanation for the Heavenly Path Formation. 

James had more questions. What sort of powerful figure could control the Heavenly 
Path so much so that they could set up a Formation here using the new universe’ 
Heaven’s Laws? Plus, as Henrik has said, the birth of this place had attracted the 
attention of other powerful figures, and the Formation was already here when they 
arrived. So, was the Formation installed immediately after this realm was created? 

Once James found out that the Formation here was built using Heaven’s Laws, more 
and more questions popped up. Then, he temporarily halted his train of thought. 

Henrik walked toward James, who had stood up, and asked, “James, what’s up? Have 
you understood the situation?” 

James nodded gently, saying, “I’ve gained some insight into it. But, I need more time to 
fully comprehend these inscriptions and break the Formation.” 

James hesitated. If his guesses were accurate, then opening the Formation would entail 
angering an extremely powerful figure. This was a person who could secretly control the 
new universe’s Heavenly Path away from the public eye. Hence, they were surely 
someone at the level of a Macrocosm Ancestral God. In other words, James realized 
that he might not be able to make it out alive if he broke the Formation. 

“How much longer do you need?” Henrik asked. 

James shook his head, saying, “I don’t know. I must first comprehend it.” 

“Then, what are you waiting for? Hurry up. The longer you take, the greater the chances 
are that someone else will achieve the Ancestral God Rank. By then, it will be much 
harder for you to acquire the treasure when you have a bunch of Ancestral Gods around 
you!” 

“Uhm…” Hints of hesitation were visible on James’ face. 

Seeing this, Henrik asked, “Is there a problem?” 

“Nope.” James shook his head. What he had on his mind were mere abstractions. Plus, 
this matter involved the Macrocosm Ancestral God, so he was not to easily expose his 
thoughts. 



He lifted his head to look at the starry sky. This glance allowed him to cut across the 
universe and see the many Macrocosm Ancestral Gods. 

He murmured in his heart, ‘There are so many of them out there. Even if I opened up 
the Heavenly Path Formation, surely this Macrocosm Ancestral God would not kill me 
off in front of the other Gods?’ 

Holding this thought, James decided to find out what lay within the Formation. 

“Let me perform a closed-door meditation to further comprehend this.” 

Once again, he sat in a lotus position on the ground. With a wave of his hand, a Time 
Formation materialized, in which he attempted to comprehend the Elysian Script. 
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Completely grasping the Heavenly Path was not James’ goal. He merely wanted to 
remove the Formation here. This was difficult for someone at his rank, but he would be 
able to do so as long as he had sufficient time. 

Thirty thousand years had passed in the outer world. More and more living beings 
arrived, with all the geniuses in the various universes gathered in this one spot. It was 
actually rather easy for them to rise to the Ancestral God Rank. As of the current 
moment, a hundred of them had successfully done so. 

This made Henrik worry, whereas James still remained within his Time Formation. 

Suddenly, a flash of white light appeared somewhere far away. It floated rapidly, arriving 
outside the Spiritual Mountains in a split second. 

“Wh-What?” 

“A Terra Ancestral God?” 

The living beings were shocked upon sensing the strong aura approaching them. The 
white light materialized into a woman in a white dress. The dress was translucent, 
revealing her flawless figure. She had an amazing body. Her perfect face was 



tantalizing, bewitching even, whereas every move of hers was so suggestive that all 
men would fall prey to her beauty. 

“The runner-up of the Soaring Dragon Ranking–-Yaiza Journee.” 

“Accurately speaking, she’s the third, now that Yermolai has been defeated by James 
and has fallen to second place.” 

“I never thought that Yaiza’s ranking would rise so fast since we bid our goodbyes at the 
Fire Realm. She’s already at the Terra Ancestral God Rank. Judging by her aura, she’s 
already at its peak, a step away from becoming a Caelum Ancestral God.” 

“She must be very eager to attain the Caelum Ancestral God Rank and compete for the 
opportunity to become a Macrocosm Ancestral God.” 

Yaiza’s arrival caused the crowds to converse in secret. 

She came from the First Universe. Her birth was generations after Yermolai. Yet, both 
of them managed to dominate an entire age, putting other geniuses to shame. 

Yaiza stood in mid-air, looking down at the white mists. Even if she was a Terra 
Ancestral God, the mists still obscured her vision. 

Hints of delirium showed on Yermolai’s face once he saw Yaiza. He appeared in mid-air 
with a flicker. Then, he waved his hand, setting up an Insulation Formation. 

“Yaiza’s finally here.” 

Yaiza glanced at Yermolai, nodding her head slightly. 

“How’s the rest?” Yermolai asked. 

She spoke softly, “They’re still performing a closed-door meditation. It’s uncertain as to 
when they can ascend to the Terra Ancestral God Rank.” 

Her voice was soft yet melodious. 

Yermolai said, “Master strictly ordered that James must die. He must not leave this 
universe alive. However, defeating him one-on-one is impossible when his power is so 
frightening. We only have a chance of killing him by joining forces with the powerful 
figures of the First Universe.” 

After Yermolai lost the Staff of Destruction post-defeat, he received orders from his 
Master to snatch the Staff back and kill James at all costs. This was why he contacted 
the nine extraordinary geniuses of the First Universe. Yaiza was one of them. 



He continued, “Master said that James has reached the Third Stage of the Omniscience 
Path. That, on top of his capacity, even nine Mystical Ancestral Gods altogether might 
not stand a chance against him. It’s only possible to kill him by becoming a Terra 
Ancestral God.” 
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One of those figures has already shown herself–-Yaiza, who had made it to the peak of 
the Mystical Ancestral God rank. She was just a step away from becoming a Caelum 
Ancestral God. 

Yaiza looked at Yermolai, nodding gently. She said, “All of them are still meditating 
behind closed doors. It will only take a little while before all of them become Terra 
Ancestral Gods. By then, death will not elude James, no matter how strong he is.” 

This reassured Yermolai. He said smilingly, “James has acquired a number of Chaotic 
Treasures. Killing him will render these treasures properties of the First Universe. We 
will make great gains in our universal power and can finally declare ourselves as 
challengers to the Dark World.” 

The Insulation Formation he had set up stopped other living beings from eavesdropping. 

After a simple discussion, he removed the Formation. Subsequently, the two of them 
descended from the air. They waited on the ground. 

James stayed in a closed-door meditation within the Time Formation for countless 
years. He spent this period of time comprehending the Elysian Inscription of the 
Heavenly Path and finally grasped the operational rules of the Formation. 

He was ready to break the Formation anytime. 

He did away with the Time Formation. This attracted the attention of many living beings 
who were staring at him during his meditation. 

“He’s out! James is out of his closed-door meditation!” 

“He’s found the way to break the Formation?” 



Voices grew and grew while James stood up. 

Henrik walked toward him and asked, “James, how’s it going?” 

Looking at his surroundings and sensing a number of strong auras, he furrowed his 
eyebrows and asked, “There are so many powerful figures around now?” 

Henrik replied, “When you were in your closed-door meditation, a rather huge number of 
powerful figures succeeded in their breakthrough and have become Ancestral Gods. 
There are at least a hundred of them here at this very place.” 

“Who’s that?” James asked when he saw Yaiza, who was not far away. He could sense 
Murderous Energy emanating from her. 

Looking in the direction that James pointed to, he whispered, “That’s Yaiza from the 
First Universe. She’s the disciple of a major Macrocosm Ancestral God and now holds 
the third place in the Soaring Dragon Ranking.” 

James furrowed his eyebrows. He was confused. He had nothing to do with Yaiza, so 
why did she look so hostile? Plus, he sensed that her aura was extremely intense. Her 
cultivation base and rank were very high—she was at the peak of the Mystical Ancestral 
God Rank and was very close to becoming a Caelum Ancestral God. 

The Caelum Ancestral God Rank was undeniably a frightening force. It was merely one 
rank below the Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank. A Caelum Ancestral God who had 
cultivated nine Paths was definitely not someone to be taken lightly. 

Henrik was not able to sense Yaiza’s murderous energy. He looked at James and 
asked, “How much of the Formation have you grasped?” 

A hint of joy was evident on James’ face. He had indeed fully comprehended the 
Formation and would be able to break it. Nevertheless, he would not be able to do so in 
broad daylight with so many eyes on him. Even if he wanted to, he should do it away 
from prying eyes and enter the Spiritual Mountains to discover what lay in its depths for 
himself. 

“I know how to break the Formation. But, let me first enter and see what’s inside,” As he 
spoke, he walked toward the white mists. 

Henrik shouted in time, “Wait for me!” He rushed toward James. 

The living beings who were observing James all this while immediately stood up and 
rapidly flocked toward him. There were around a thousand of them, with some already 
holders of the Ancestral God Rank. 



James turned around to face this swarm of living beings. His eyebrows furrowed as he 
asked, “What are you trying to do?” 

One of them replied, “James, since you’ve already comprehended the Formation, why 
don’t you open it up and let us all in?” 
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“James, surely you can’t be this selfish and enter the Formation on your own.” 

Many living beings spoke up, wanting James to allow them entry through the Formation. 

James let out a slight smile. He responded, “That’ll depend on your fortune.” 

As he spoke, he marched into the white mists before him. Upon approaching the mists, 
an intense pressure came at him like waves. Then, with a wave of his hand, the laws 
formed by the white mists started to evolve, forming a tunnel in front of him. 

James advanced forward. A number of powerful figures chased after him, competing for 
entry. Yet, once they approached the white mist, the tunnel disappeared, causing them 
to be propelled outward by the immense pressure. 

“Damn it!” One powerful figure was so mad that he attacked the white mists, only to be 
struck with a reciprocal force. The impact launched his body into the skies before he 
landed squarely on the ground. 

“Damn this James.” 

“He’s gotten all the benefits now!” 

Many powerful figures shouted angrily. 

Henrik touched his nose as he mumbled, “I wonder what James might find beyond this 
Formation. If this is indeed the Land of Providence, then his entry will allow him to 
transcend to the Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank much more easily.” 

Chaos broke out outside as James walked into the Formation. He understood how 
Heaven’s Laws worked here, so he could effortlessly open up the Formation and enter. 

Very quickly, he zipped through the white mists. 



He was welcomed with the sight of a massif. The world within the Formation was 
magnificent. The scenery was breathtaking, accompanied by a rich supply of heaven 
and earth’s energy. 

Once he stepped into this place, he could sense a mystical energy wrapping around 
him. He had been to Mount Nothingness and Mount Heavenly Path in the Twelfth 
Universe, so he could immediately sense that this energy was providence. 

The guesses by the powerful figures outside were correct. This was indeed the 
Thirteenth Universe’s Land of Providence. 

‘Such an immense amount of providence!’ James could barely control his enthusiasm. 

Then, he calmed himself down and murmured, “I can absorb providence, which will be 
very beneficial to my own power. The more providence I absorb, the more likely I will 
ascend to higher ranks.” 

Just as he was about to absorb the providence around him, a thought flashed across his 
mind. This was the Thirteenth Universe, but he was a living being of the Twelfth. If this 
was the Thirteenth, the providence here should be reserved for a living being of this 
universe. 

He thought of Quanesha Samara in the Celestial Abode and immediately summoned 
her to where he was. 

When she appeared, she could sense the mystical power. Unable to hide her wonder, 
she said, “How magical!” 

She was merely at the Divine Rank and could not sense the existence of providence. 
However, she knew that there was a mystical power around her. 

She evolved as the providence nourished her. 

“Master,” After recovering from her thrill, she called out to James sweetly. 

James nodded gently and said, “This place is where the providence of the universe is 
gathered. In the future, it will become the future abode of the Lord of the Universe.” 
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high ranking, like James himself. There were multiple benefits in absorbing providence, 
including greater efficiency during one’s cultivation. 

James was interested in absorbing the providence as well. However, he did not want to 
absorb all of it, for that would only render the universe a pile of debris. 

That was in fact, what happened to the Twelfth Universe. Hadad locked up the 
providence, causing the Twelfth Universe to be stripped of its ability in birthing a 
Macrocosm Ancestral God. To do so, the providence of Mount Heavenly Path had to be 
released, and the providence dominated by other powerful figures had to be returned to 
the Twelfth Universe. 

“Providence? What’s that?” Quanesha asked. She was confused. Her rank was too low 
to understand these complex terms. 

After James explained for some time, she could barely understand it and asked again, 
“Then, how does one absorb providence?” 

“That’s easy.” He smiled. A streak of white light materialized on his fingers, which was 
then inserted between her eyebrows. A set of methods immediately appeared in her 
mind. They were the way to absorb providence. 

She sat in a lotus position and began to comprehend the methods. 

James did not stand idly by. He also sat down in a lotus position to start absorbing the 
providence. 

Providence was available in every realm in this universe. However, this site was where 
most of it was gathered, constituting eighty percent of the entire universe’s providence. 

James absorbed it seriously. He was soon enveloped by a mystical white light. The light 
gradually seeped into his body and his muscles. Around one-tenth of the providence of 
this universe entered James. 

If other powerful figures marched into the Formation, they would surely absorb all of the 
providence and hold it in their hands, for that would guarantee them a smooth sail in 
becoming a Macrocosm Ancestral God. 

Nevertheless, James did not do so. He wanted to reserve some for the universe. 

Although the method to absorb providence was rather complicated, Quanesha could 
understand it very quickly thanks to her intelligence and high comprehension capacities. 
She then started absorbing the providence as well. Under James’ guidance, she 
absorbed one-tenth of the universe’s providence as well. 

She paused when she saw James staring at his surroundings. 



Using his mind, James made the Heavenly Path Formation outside the mountains 
disintegrate into nothingness. Once the Formation disappeared, he summoned the 
Grand Supernatural and dispersed the providence, returning them to the universe. 

From now on, it would depend solely on fate for living beings in this universe to acquire 
the providence. 

Once the Formation was opened, the powerful figures outside flocked in, only to realize 
the providence they sought was no longer there. 

“James, y-you…” 

“How could you do this? This was where the universe’s providence gathered, yet you 
just returned them to the universe like that?!” 

“How awful!” 

Quite a number of powerful figures were infuriated. 

Quanesha was rather afraid as she faced the multitude of powerful figures. She hid 
behind James, afraid to show herself. 

As for James, he merely looked at them and said calmly, “The providence belonged to 
the universe from the start. If I let all of you absorb it, the fate and boons of the universe 
would be wholly looted by all of you. That would strip the universe of all its capacities, 
including its potential to birth a powerful figure.” 

After he spoke, he walked towards Henrik, taking no heed of the others. 

Henrik gave James a thumbs up and praised him, “A job well done!” 
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